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You will observe that this issue of Purrs & Prattlings looks very

different from any you have seen in the past. It turns out that no one

is immune to the effects of COVID-19, not even Good Mews. And

by now, I am sure you are fatigued from hearing about these effects

on your favorite businesses and organizations. As Executive Editor,

it is my intent to bring you relevant content with this issue without

the somber tone so present right now in the news you are

undoubtedly exposed to on a daily basis.

I made the decision to abbreviate this issue in an effort to save costs

as well as to appropriately highlight the enormous blessings which

have been bestowed during this trying time and to  effectively

communicate to you the current happenings and needs of Good

Mews. Things look a bit different for us at the moment and we are

working hard to keep you up-to-date on the "State of the Mews."
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...we are on track for a record-

setting adoption year..."

Dear Good Mews Family, 

On March 21st of this year, I got in my car to go home and promptly burst

into tears. This was not an ordinary Saturday. My team of amazing staff

members and scores of dedicated volunteers had just finished pulling off the

impossible: sending 88 cats and kittens to foster care in a mere 72 hours.

When added to those already in foster homes, we had 105 Good Mews

residents relocated to over 60 homes to ride out our temporary shelter closure

as COVID-19 emerged in our community. The tears I shed that day were

laced with fear and uncertainty of the unknown, not knowing the future of

this great organization that many of you built long before I came around.

More than that, I was simply humbled and inspired by the inherent goodness

in all of you. 
Flash forward to four months later and though things are certainly different with our shelter operations, we are still finding good homes for

good kitties. In fact, we had 31 foster cats adopted by their caretakers and we are on track for a record-setting adoption year, with the

current total nearing 300 adoptions. 

I am so thankful for each of you. Thank you to those who opened up their homes to our kitties. Thank you to those who sent in or

dropped off critically needed supplies. Thank you to those who provided financial donations to support our day-to-day needs and staff.

Thank you to those who have shown up for Daily Care or Meds shifts, many volunteers lending a hand for multiple days in a row. Your

commitment to our mission is what will allow us to continue to weather this and any other storm that comes our way. There is no way to

predict what the rest of this year holds, but if we continue to work together as we have done over the past few months, I have no doubt

that our future is bright.

KENDRA'S CORNER

Sincerely,

Shelter Manager
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They are getting confident and

trusting and their personalities

are really coming through.

FOSTER-TO-FOREVER SUCCESS: IGGY & KIWI

Iggy and Kiwi were born into the Good Mews family

nearly ten years ago. Their mother, Michelle, was rescued

from Lake Lanier at a very young age and gave birth to

them in foster care. Michelle taught her children to be just

as wary of humans as she was and they were excellent

students. It wasn't until recent years and with a lot of work

by our Kitty Buddy volunteers that this trio began to

emerge from their respective shells and learn that humans

aren't so bad after all. Still, they were not likely candidates

for adoption. By the time they began to get used to a bit of

human affection, they were already seniors and still very

shy. It seemed inevitable that they would be residents of

Good Mews their entire lives. 

Then along came COVID-19. Our shelter manager was

faced with the herculean task of finding foster care for 88

cats in three days. Who would be the brave soul to take on

caring for such shy, and in Iggy's case, quite

temperamental, cats?

Linda Freeman was that person. She agreed to take on any

cat(s) left after specific requests had been filled and other

foster volunteers had received foster cats. Not surprisingly,

Iggy and Kiwi, along with Tilly, were the ones to end up

being placed with Linda. Little did anyone imagine that

none of them would be returning to Good Mews. 

Linda had no initial intention of adopting Iggy and Kiwi.

Tilly, however, quicky found a forever home with Linda's

brother - another one of the many foster-to-forever

successes during this time. When asked what made her

decide to adopt these two unlikelies, Linda said, "They

started to really respond to me. Iggy went from hiding and

swiping every time I came around, to wanting a head

scratch and treats. He changed overnight! Kiwi took a

little longer. She stopped running every time I came in the

room, and started eating the treats from my hand. Then

she started responding to back rubs. I just couldn't take

them back because they deserve a forever home."

Linda reports the biggest change she sees in them now is

they don't lash out in fear any longer. They both love to

play and get along well with her other cats. She exclaims

she wouldn't change a thing! Linda is so happy that they

chose her and Good Mews is grateful for fosters-turned-

adopters like Linda!
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While this global crisis has certainly wreaked havoc, we have also seen some amazing bright spots. You have shown up to make

our online fundraisers a success. You and your kids have paid tribute to Good Mews kitties past and present in drawings and

paintings. You have rallied to support the entire Good Mews community and we cannot thank you enough. Your help has

enabled to us continue saving kitties and finding good homes for them, like Ladybug, above. who has found forever love. You

have enabled us to help numerous kitties with broken limbs, intestinal issues, upper respiratory infections, and other medical

challenges. Most importantly, you have allowed us to save kitties from euthanasia in overcrowded municipal animal shelters. 

We cannot know how long this different normal will be around but we will prevail. With supporters like you, how could we

not? The rest of this year's plans will be altered but we look forward to more of the bright spots and we look forward to

everything else we will accomplish together this year.

Our annual thrift sale is being reimagined! The

Kennesaw 33 Masonic Lodge will be operating a

three-weekend sale in August/September and

donating 50% of their proceeds to Good Mews.

We are asking you to donate items to their sale

to benefit both charitable organizations. More

info is available at goodmews.org/market.

A DIFFERENT NORMAL

You have surely noticed that things have changed around

Good Mews. We have suspended volunteer orientations,

imposed restrictions on current volunteer duties, moved

from in-person events to online experiences, and are

conducting adoptions by appointment only. While some

call this the new normal, we just think of it as a different

normal. We, just like our cats, enjoy our routines but we

have also learned to be adapatable and strong like our

feline  mentors. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND WAYS TO HELP

We are taking our gala virtual this year! Join us

for our House Cat Purrjama Party! We've

already spent most of 2020 in our pajamas, so

why stop now? We are in the planning stages to

bring you a fun time online. Stay tuned for

more information!

We have a new online merchandise store! New

offerings are added regularly, including original

designs from local artist, Jordan Graham, and

you can buy some of your favorite designs in

new styles and colors! Please visit

store.goodmews.org to shop and have items

shipped directly to you!

Strut Your Mutt has gone virtual and we really

need you to strut with us! You can find our

team page at sym.goodmews.org - get those

paws moving to lose the COVID "19" pounds or

just be a couch purrtato and donate to our

team to help us win again this year!
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